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A REVI EW OF THE LITERATURE ON ELECTRO-OPTICAL FLIGHT

DISPLAYS

INTRODUCTION

The Army ’s Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH) presents a new challenge for human factors
engineers and psychologists. For the first time , pilots will be relying on electro-optical displays to
provide the information necessary to operate in the tactical nap-of-the-earth (NOE) environment.
The AAH will be equipped with cathode ray tube (CRT ) displays in both the pilot and copilot
stations. The pilot ’s display will present basic flight information (altitude, attitude , airspeed ,
heading, etc. ) while the copilot ’s display will portray primarily navigation and fire control
informa t ion.

In order to operate in the NOE environment under all conditions, the AAH will be equipped
with a pilot night vision system (PNVS). This video presentation will be overlaid with symbolic
flight control information. It is readily apparent that the pilot could easily be overwhelmed by all
this information on a single display if the format of that display does not provide optimal
information transfer. Care must also be taken to insure that the symbology does not overly
obscure the video image.

With these concepts in mind, the Army aviation community has undertaken a coordinated
effort to develop and standardize symbology for electro-optical (E/O) flight displays for
rotary-win g aircraf t . Based on information requirements established by the user community,
research wiN be conducted to develop and test alternate symbol formats. This review was done to
identif y and summarize the work already completed toward achieving this goal.

A few words should be said regarding the scope and limitations of this review . First ,
although the AAH project is a driving force in this program . the long-range objective is to develop
a standard for E/O display design for future helicopters as well. Second, while it is expected that
the same basic information will be required for effective flight control in almost any helicopter ,
fire control information will vary from one a,rcraft to another depending on the weapons
available. Therefore , this review will cor~centrate on the flight control display.

The primary focus of this review was on research which actually compared different symbol
formats rather than studies which were designed either to demonstrate the feasibility of a
particular system or to establish information requirements. Also excluded from this discussion
were studies dealing with technical aspects of sensor and display hardware. Although these
considerations are obviously important to any flight display system , this Laboratory does not
possess the expertise necessary to adequately treat these topics. Therefore , no attempt was made
to include them in this report.

DISCUSSION

In 1968, Ketchel and Jenney (11) conducted a very thorough overview of E/O flight
displays. Their aim was to provide a set of requirements necessary to standardize E/O flight
displays. Since their conclusions and recommendations remain valid today, they will serve as a
starting point for the current review .
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An attempt was first made to define the information required for flight displays both by
examining contemporary E/O displays from various aircraft and by compiling the
recommendations of a number of studies on the topic. They list 14 bits of information which
they find to be generally required in most aircraft :

1 - Pitch angle
2. Roll angle
3. Altitude
4. Airspeed
5. Steering
6. AngIe of attack
7. Heading
8. Glideslope
9. Glidepath

10. Vertical velocity
11 . Range to go
1 2. Velocity vector
13. Fuel quantity
14. Fuel flow rate

It was noted that hover position and hover ground-speed are omitted primarily due to the
fixed-wing bias of most of the studies cited. The authors point out that the requirements may
need to be modified for different aircraft and mission profiles. They particularly noted the
dispro portionately small amount of attention that has been devoted to helicopter disp lay design.

Coding theory was discussed as a basis for developing optimal symbology for flight displays.
The authors found that no contemporary theory adequately predicts the suitability of a
particular symbol format. Various coding techniques were reviewed —size , shape , color ,
brightness, flash, and alphanumerics—-and it was concluded that shape , color , and alphanumer i c
coding are most effective. Digital indicators are recommended for setting tasks , where accurate
readings are required or for information that changes very slowly and analog indicators are
recommended for tracking tasks or readout of rapidly changing values where fine degrees of
accuracy are unessential.

The following recommendations were made regarding symbology format and placement:

Altitude - verticall y oriented; right side

Airspeed - vertically oriented , left side

Roll Scale - horizontally oriented, top of display

Vertical Velocity - vertically oriented; right side

Heading - horizontally oriented ; bottom or along the horizon lines

Finally, display characteristics such as luminance , resolution , etc., were discussed. These
issues were also discussed in another more recent report which will be described later in this
review.

4
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In 1971, Semp le, Heapy, Conway, and Burnette (16) produced a similar review of E/O
display data. This report was for the most part more concerned with the physical aspects of the
displays such as contrast , brightness, and resolution than with the formatting of flight
information. Much of the coding theory material discussed by Ketchel and Jenney (12) is
reviewed here with many of the same results and conclusions.

More recently, a literature review was conducted by this Laboratory on the legibility of
alphanumerics on E/O displays (6). Table 1 provides a summary of the findings of that review , It
should be noted that certain of these recommendations may be applicable to any type of symbol ,
not just alphanumerics. For instance, resolution and contrast factors are just as important in
recognizing a trian gle as in readin g an “A.” These recommendations should be taken as guidelines
for the design of other types of E/O symbols.

The remainder of this review will concentrate on the work done since 1968 in developing
flight control display symbology formats. An effort was made to search out studies which had
compared various symbology formats to determine the optimal methods of presenting flight
control information. After an extensive search of the literature, no such research on E/O flight
displays was found. Thus, we must rely on the available studies which were seeking either to
establish and define information requirements or to demonstrate the feasibility of specific
systems. Some of the most notable and useful of these will be discussed here .

Several researchers have shown the value of a flight director display (8, 15). Figure 1 shows
a flight director E/O display developed by the NASA Ames Research Center (15) .  Even with the
key provided, the complexity of this display is apparent. This problem will probably be
compounded by the addition of a video image background. (Note the two command symbols for
the collective and cyclic inputs.) Later researchers (8, 23) have demonstrated the value of the
steering command symbols as well.

The most authoritative work to date on helicopter EIO flight displays has been conducted
by the US Army Avionics Research and Development Activity, Fort Monmouth, NJ (5 , 14, 19,
20, 21, 22). One of these earl y studies (22) compared a series of increasingly complex E/O flight
displays in an effort to determine which information would be required for an accurate hover.
Among their conclusions were that some representation of ground position and velocity were
required to perform an accurate hover , and that the simplest display tested which included these
two bits of information was the best.

In the later studies (14, 21) using a night vision system as a sensor for ground position,
optimal performance was found to occur with a display which portrayed both velocity and
acceleration information. Finally, a single disp lay which combines position, velocity, and
acceleration information was found to be required for precision hover (19).

The most recent in this series of studies (20) provides an additional flight test of the display
concepts developed earlier. Figures 2 and 3 depict the display formats used in these tests. In
Figure 3 the pilot ’s strategy is to keep the acceleration circle over the cross of the ground
position which causes the aircraft to translate toward and then stabilize at the desired hover
position. Again, the importance of having the three bits of information—position , velocity, and
acceleration—to maintain a precise hover is noted and emphasized.The author recommended that
further symbology investigations be conducted.
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3. AIR ( GROUND) SPEED DIGITS STEERING COMMAND
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7. COLL ECTIVE STEERING COMMAND I2. I*IGHT (ALTITUDE) DIGITS

13 .  AIRCRAFT SYMBOL
14 - HEIGHT DEVIATION INCRETMENTS

Figure 1. Hess V/STOLAND display symbology developed by NASA Ames Researc h
Center (15).
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Figure 2. Avionics Laboratory enroute flight display symbology (20).
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Figure 3. Avionics Laboratory hover display symbology (20).
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As was stated earlier, the primary goal of this review was to identify and summarize
research which has been done up to this time with electro-optical flight symbology for
helicopters. Specific interest was to be paid to studies which compared different symbol formats
in hopes of finding some basis from which to begin to construct standards for design of future
E/O displays. After an extensive review of the available literature , it must be concluded that no
such research has been done. This is not to say that the research already cited here is of no value
in the current standardization program. Quite the contrary, this work will provide a firm basis
upon which candidate alternative display formats may be developed and tested.

Two explanations as to why these comparison studies have not been conducted in the past
are readily apparent. First, the E/O technology required to make these displays feasible and
practical in the operational helicopter is a relatively recent phenomenon. Second, no one has
been able to firmly establish the information required by the pilot in the NOE environment.
Many studies have aimed more toward establishing the optimal information package than toward
developing the optimal symbology formats to present that information.

It is therefore imperative that the first step toward standardizing E/O flight displays be the
establishment of standard information requirements. This can be accomplished by two
approaches: (1) analysis of mission tactics and requirements , and (2) research validation of
information required for effective aircraft operation. The user community has already
undertaken an analysis effort , and the work by the Avionics Research and Development Activity
described earlier provides a firm basis for research validation.

However , the work described falls short of determining optimal symbo~ogy formats .
Alternate formats should be tested , especiall y for the peripheral scales and symbols such as
altitude, airspeed and heading. The symbology developed by the Avionics Laboratory should be
considered a baseline upon which to build and modify alternatives to arrive at the optimal.
Additional attention must also be given to developing optimal symbology for transition and
cruise modes of flight to complement the work already completed with hover symbology .

The guidelines set forth by Ketchel and Jenney (12 ) should be used to develop and analyze
new candidate symbol formats. However , the final determination should be made based on
empirical evidence derived through the experimental comparison of various proposed symbol
formats. This will assure the selection of optimal symbology for E/O flight display
standardization.
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